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●●  SSeenntteennccee  AAnnaallooggiieess  22  
  

DDiirreeccttiioonnss:: Choose the sentence that 
makes sense. For each question, the 
analogy type is written beside the question 
number. 
 

B and C don’t make sense! 
But hey! A makes sense! 

Example: 

 
  

##))     DEGREE 

AA..  Something that is huge is very big. 

BB..  Something that is good is very bad. 

CC..  Something that is new is very sweet. 

 

11))  TYPE/KIND 

AA..  French is a type of language. 

BB..  History is a type of food. 

CC..  Water is a type of car. 

 

22))  PART TO WHOLE 

AA..  A mother is part of a family. 

BB..  A shoe is part of a foot. 

CC..  A cat is part of a dog. 

 

33))  CHARACTERISTIC 

AA..  A characteristic of a book is to be 

angry. 

BB..  A characteristic of snow is to be 

white. 

CC..  A characteristic of the sky is to be 

fast. 

 

44))  FUNCTION 

AA..  A bed is used to clean. 

BB..  A knife is used to cut. 

CC..  A piano is used to sing. 

 

55))  DEGREE 

AA..  Something that is terrible is very 

bad. 

BB..  Something that is new is very old. 

CC..  Something that is bright is very dark. 

 

 

66))  OTHER 

AA..  Tall is the opposite of short. 

BB..  Hot is the opposite of warm. 

CC..  Blue is the opposite of yellow. 

 

77))  DEGREE 

AA..  Someone who is brilliant is very 

smart. 

BB..  Someone who is funny is very mean. 

CC..  Someone who is nice is very clean. 

 

88))  PART TO WHOLE 

AA..  Milk is part of cereal. 

BB..  Bread is part of a sandwich. 

CC..  Meat is part of a cake. 

 

99))  FUNCTION 

AA..  A boat is used to swim. 

BB..  A chair is used to eat. 

CC..  An oven is used to bake. 

 

1100))  OTHER 

AA..  A spoon is something you eat. 

BB..  A cake is something you bake. 

CC..  A school is something you learn. 

 


